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In 1995, David Abrahamson edited the book The American Magazine: Research Perspectives and Prospects, in which Robert Worthington wrote a chapter titled,
"Research Review: Magazine Management and Economics." In it, Worthington wrote "little magazine research is published in the more widely
circulated mass communications academic journals," and more specifically, that "scant information is available for the field of magazine management."
 
Nearly a decade later, what Worthington wrote is still basically true. There are a number of textbooks and tradebooks out about how to manage a magazine, how to
edit a magazine and/or how to launch a magazine--but nearly all of them make little use of refereed scholarly studies to drive their content or even to support their
content. Generic media management and media economics books typically include a few real or hypothetical case studies about magazines, but magazines get short
shrift in terms of detailed expositions
of management and economic issues of particular interest to magazines. I won't attempt to detail here all of the scholarly journal articles published since 1995 about
magazine management and economics, but I will briefly recap what Worthington's literature review showed us as of 1995, what he recommended for future research,
and my own suggestions for future research.
 
Worthington pointed out that "Most published research involving the magazine publishing industry involves output issues rather than input issues." After citing Peter
Gerlach's 1987 study that showed that Journalism Quarterly had published only 13 articles between 1963 and 1983 on magazine management,
Worthington went on to cite the minimal number of magazine management papers at AEJMC conventions. He explained that what magazine management research
that was being conducted centered around the concerns of editorial operations: market niches of new magazines (studies that should include
market niches for advertising sales, but usually are mostly to solely concerned with market niches for subscription and/or single copy sales); computerization of the
magazine industry (with a focus on design);
characteristics and roles of editors; writer-editor relationships; and so on. The closest research came to non-editorial research was to examine the balance between
revenues from advertisers versus circulation, which isn't particularly helpful unless one knows an extensive amount of information about current, former, potential,
and competitors' advertisers, and current, former, potential, and competitors' readers.
 
Worthington divided the remainder of his discussion into "trend studies," "case studies," and "specific topic studies." All of these types of studies have value, of
course, but it seems that many "trend studies" about magazine management simply objectively document what most (if not all) magazine publishers (and many
advertisers and readers) would already know from their own personal experience, trade publications, industry and professional conferences, and/or even mainstream
journalism (such as The New York Times'
business section or The Wall Street Journal's marketing/media section). Case studies are always interesting if the "cases" are carefully chosen, but the more time that
passes since the "case" occurred, and the more different a magazine of interest/concern at the moment is from cases from which one hopes to learn, the less valuable
case studies also are. Worthington's "specific topic studies" were again primarily about editorial management issues.
 
Worthington's "Suggestions for the Future" included no specific suggestions of aspects of magazine management and economics that needed to be researched, but



rather gave suggestions about how magazine management research could be encouraged and might be more widely published and presented. Certainly the present
online journal is a response to the belief that magazine research was discouraged and/or disproportionately rejected by existing scholarly journals in mass
communication.
 
I would suggest that in the future, magazine management and economics researchers begin to pay more attention to the magazine industry's vendors: every magazine
has a necessary relationship with its printer(s), the U.S. postal service, and those in turn are affected by issues such as paper costs, ink costs, postage costs,
environmental concerns, and so on. Many magazines are published by companies or organizations that publish more than one magazine, and scholars should look at
the working relationships between magazines (sometimes too different, sometimes too similar!) that are vying for financial or personnel resources from executives.
Scholars should try harder to get inside the relationship between magazines and external sources of funds: venture capitalists, banks, wealthy "godfathers," and so on.
More studies should be conducted on the recruitment, training, supervision, and compensation of magazines' advertising sales staffers, in particular, but also
magazines' circulation, production, and business office staffs. Surveys
and studies that tell us simply how much circulation directors and production directors make in salary don't really tell us very much. More studies need to look at the
relationships between advertisers, advertising
agencies, and magazines, both as a pure, traditional management issue, and as an ethics issue. In academic research, issues such as claimed copyright infringement
(via copying design and causing a "trade dress" dispute), the accounting and tax principles and systems of the magazine industry, HR policies, career ladders, and so
on, are virtually unheard of. (Note: the magazine industry must be one of the few industries in which getting fired or having your company go bankrupt beneath you
is not necessarily held
against you in your career; many magazine industry professionals "fail upward"--that is, the next job they'll get will be better paying and/or more prestigious than the
one they've got that will end in bankruptcy or
termination.
 
Finally, magazine management researchers need to more directly and explicitly address issues of editorial quality and biases; it's a well-known fact inside the
magazine industry that the length of the average article has declined in recent years, a move that makes magazine content more like, rather than less like, newspaper
and TV content. Many articles seem to be primarily about the writer rather than his/her subject, and scattered letters to the editor are indicating that readers are
beginning to notice and don't like it. Scholars should study the repositioning of magazine content that is voluntary rather than dictated by competitors. For instance,
Atlantic Monthly seems lately to have become more conservative (at least in  the sense of being more anti-government) than it previously was, an important but
unannounced shift in a magazine whose readers are highly educated and disproportionately interested in politics. Or how about  magazines such as Interview and GQ,
which--over the last 20 years--have each become more gay-friendly, then less gay-friendly in editorial and/or advertising content twice or more times--many years
before Will and Grace,
Queer as Folk, and Queer Eye for the Straight Guy?
 
Research into magazine management and economics is in many senses wide open--even studies that have been published in the past should be replicated in the future,
at least every 5 or 10 years depending on the topic. And researchers in magazine management and economics have plenty of models for
the subjects and methodologies of their studies in the much more extensive amount of research conducted on newspaper management/economics and television
management/economics.
 
I hope the four articles in this special issue of the Journal of Magazine and New Media Research make a significant contribution in their own right and inspire yet
more such research in the future.
 
 




